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-HOWTO USE THE INSTRUCTOR LESSON
PLANS

-
i

.ThtInstructot L.ason Plans arc guides for teaching an advanced-

level training program for emergency medical technicians. TliePlans

cannot be used by, the instructor to develop the competency to
conduct the program; _thethe instructor should have this as a pre'requi,
site to teaching the course.

The Instructor Lesson Plans are comprised of 15 modules, each
.

containing the information and instructions needed to conduct
program on a particular subject. Each module can be used by itself or.

inconcert with other Modules.
Each module is subdivided into instructional units that deal with

a: particular segment of the module subject. Generally, the units
,.

contaiethe following components:
,

. Performance Objective& These are classified as knowledge (K)

objectives or skill (S) objectives-They are written in behavioral

terms so they can be evaluated either through observation of
student activities or through results obtained under specified

conditions. , .

Unit Activities. Reading assigninents, reference materials, and

outside activities are presented for both the itucients and" the
instructor. If the activities are identical, onlyle instructor's
activities are presented. .:1_ . 6

.
Equipment and Materials. Educational equipment includes
chalkboard, overhead projector, slide projector, and. screen.
Medical equipment and materials required are drawn ft om those

'listed in Appendix F of the Course Guide.

.
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Content Outline. This Presents the topics to be covered during

Qthe presentation of the unit. Where appropriate, it is divided into

single skills or concepts. This approach gives the instructor the

flexibility to add, or delete specific skills and information. The

content outline also provides directions to the instructor indicat-

ing when .the use 61detionstrations or group discussions would

be most appropriate.

Because the units are designed to be taught by technically
coMprtentinstructors, the content outlines are not specific; they

only enumerate topics and subtopics. It is expected that the
instructor's skill and knowledge will. supplement the depth of the

course content outline, the instructor is encouraged to prepare

additional notes. ,
Denwnstritioi; Vudines. These are designed to present proce-
dural steps that are important in performing the particular skill

or calculation. Steps that ark critical or that may lead to
common errors are emphasized. Where critical steps exist, these

outlines suggest what should be demonstrated.

Practice Sessions. These. sessions serve as guides to activities to

be Performed by students applying the skills. They may be
performed in the classroom or assigned as homework. During

claiiroom practice sessions, the instructor will be available:to

observe and correct student performance and to answer any
questions.

Skill Evaluations. The skill evaluation sheets provide check-
points for the instructor to use to insure that students are
following appropriate procedures or sequences. Skill evaluatiOn

sheets also provide a convenient method for feedback to students

having particular problems with a given skill, and for monitor-

ing a student's progress in attaining skill objectives.

The skill evaluation should occur only after the students have
had In opportunity to practice the skill under the 'supervision of

the instructor. The skill evaluation sheets can be distributed
during, or before, the demonstration or practice session. Th'us,

they can be used as a job aid during practice. They should not be

"'lied, however, as a job aid while the student is being evaluated.

The sheets are designed to provide a learning and evaluation tool

and'are not intended to mandate performance in the field in a set

ii 5
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manner, irrespsetive of the patient's condition or situation.

Satisfactory perfofmance of a givetskill is defined as the correct
performance of all steps in -the proper sequenceThe instructor's
judgment is required to define correct pefformance and sequence of

steps in a skill. Skill- evaluations rimy be repeated at intervals
throughout the course to assess skill decay and the needfor remedial

practice. Some instructors may wish 13 test skillsmmediately af.er

they have been learned and again at the conclusion of the course.

The alphanumeric coding syptem is used to identify. the various
modules and units. When you see, for example, in Module II,
3.6.11K, the 3 indicates the unit, the 6 indicates the main instruc-

tional topic, the K indicates the teaching objective (in this case
knovitige). and the 1. indicates the subsection of the major topic

..m.i. .
outlina'tn-116 .

To illustlitteitirt her, '3.6.1.1(would translate into:

3 = Unit number ,
6 = The main topic of the instructional section (The first two

numberse.g., 3.6refer to a major heading in the unit
content outline.) ,

.. I = A subsection of the major topic outlined in 3.6(This number

prelates to the number of objectives- listed under skill or
N

'knowledge objectives and not to the content outline.)
K 4 Knowledge objective .

.-

S = Skill objective I

,,

. ,.
The three-digit reference numbers (e.g.., 3.6.1) within each

module refer to the topical section in that module only.Forexample,

in Module 11, any topical heading with 3.6 as the first two digits
refers to the discussionof the components of patient assessment in

Unit 3. .
. .

A visual presentation of Unit 3. by Module 11. of thecodingsystem . 4

is presented on the following pages.
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SAMPLE PAGE
CODING SYSTEM EXAMPLES

e

Abdomen

Extremities

. . . . .

3.6:1.1 Given a situation describing a patient with a possible illness

or injurywho may or may not be able to communicate, the

student should be able to describe the procedure for evaluat-

ing the patient described. Minimally, the student should
include the appropriate primary assessment and Specify the

order of the four components of the secondary assessment

and the areas of the assessment that would be emphasized.

o .

the demonstration, auscultation of the lung, heart, and
abdominal sounds.

,
3.6.1.5 ''Given a student' posing as a cortithuiticative patient, the

student should be able to demonstrate the procedure for. ,

conducting a patient assessment when the patient is sus-

pected of having the following:

iv t
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SAMPLE PAGE
CODING SYSTEPA.EXAMPLES

4

a

,.

8. 'Practice Session 3

.

ii

to

3.6. Four components of assessment (order)

A. If the patient can communicate, determine if he has a
medical or traumarelated problem. ..
1. If a medical problem, the general order should be:

a. Evaluate the diagnostic and vital signs.

b. Develop the patient's history.

c. Examine for a medical problem.

.
. -/

)

. . .

Skill Evaluitioi 3.6.1.5: Assessment of NoteommunicatIve, Un-

=scions Patient With Suspected TraumaRelated Problem
. . ,

Place an "X" in the appropriate colunin to indicate steps that are .

incorrect, out of sequence, or omitted. The studenrshcoold be given

three attempts to perform the skill.

Equipment

Fellow student posing as a victim

Stethoscope
\ 7
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Clinical Tialidng

, , -:

To present this program, it will be necessary to have access to the

clinical units listed below. If a unit is not available, adjustments
.. should be made to insurethat the activities proposed for that unit are

included in °thus. Specific guidelines for the clinical units are
'included in the modules. The stdent's training should be supervised

is each of the following clinical areas: .

. .

Emergency department

Intensive care unit/coronary care unit

Operating/recovery room i
, Intraienous (IV)team °

Pediatric.unit .
.

Labor suite/delivery room/newborn nursery

Psychiatric unit

Morgue. ,

Mobile intensive care unit

Sample forms for maintaining student activity records are-included

,in the Instructor Lesson Plans; The forms are designed'so that the
medical director can`cletennine the number of times, and how
successfully, a student has performed a skill. The medical director

ilso will be able to deteimine how much time the student needed to

become proficient in the skill. Further; the' medical director will be

able to evaluate student performance under a number of preceptors,

because certain skills are repeated in various clinical units (e.g.,
initiating an IV is performed by the student with the IV team and in

the emergency department and intensive care unit). '..
.

Although the clinical experience is listed with the module, it need

not be presented each time, even if a number of modules are being

presented. ,
t

Testing and Evaluating the Student

,

It is recommended ftiat each student be evaluated cn proficiency of

skill and knowledge at the completion of each module. Skill evalua-

tion sheets have been, provided for each skill in each unit. These
sheets can be used as guides for evaluating the student's skill"
proficiency. Theevaluatiou of the knowledge objectives is left to the

discretion of the instructor, according to predetermined objectives.
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.
Testing of knowledge should stress areas of clinical relevance over
.

basic science. No matter ,what type-of evaluation system is used
students should be kept. informed of their progress and should be
given additional activities to supplement weak areas.

As previously stated, the eniphaiis is on student competenscy,
raflier than on the total number of hours the student is involved in
the picwraM: Thus, it is possible for.the student to be tested and given

credit for any module."The medissl director shOuli not assumbthe
student's competency simply because of prior training, but should

develop an evaluatimmethod to determine the student's proficiency

based on first-hand observation. and .experience. With this type of

method,t is possible korstudeids to- receive :credit for prior,training

aperient*. This would be espeCially applicable for ihdripodules
that are primarily a review of, skills concerned with Emergency
Medial TechnicianAmbtdance; for example, soft - tissue injuries and
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MODULE I THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECENICIAN,
HIS it A Et.RESPONSIBILITIES,AND
.TRAININ

.

A

.' -

DUCT1ON

Presequidlea

The students must have satisfactorily ma all requirements to be
enrolled in this program.

Doseription:4 Module
t

Pollowinp is it summary otthe topics discussed in this module:

f .

. - Unit 1.. Rose of the EMT: Deals with the role and activities of

the EMT; also includes the operation of an emergency medical
i ..;

services -system.
, ..

. , .. -
Unit 2 :Dews Gov4rning the EMT: Disiusses the laws *levant

H

.

to EMT "functioning in the field.

Jett 3. Orientation $o the EMT Training Program: Discusses
the activities and responsibilities of an EMT during the training

Pro

Una\ 4. 'Issues .Concerning the Health Professional: Discusses
the issues of death and dying, medical ethics, and a patient's

There is o clinical experietice unit in this module.
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ROLOF THE EMT.

,,

°Knowledge Objectival .
°

Alfa completing this module, the student should, be able, to
correctly respond to at least 80 percents of the following:

'1.1.1X Given a list of activities, the student should be able to select
those activities performed by akadvaiced-level EMT in
the field.

6

,

,
h

. 6

C.

-e

1.1.2.K Given a list of descriptions, the student should be able to i .

. select the one that best describes his role as an advanced- I

level EMT. %

1.1.3.K Given ii liseof descriptions, the student should be able to
select the one that best describes the emergency meaicai -
services system in which he will be finictioning.? .

bastnrtor Activities
:..

Assign the material listed below during the class period:

Chapter I, Units 1 and 2, of the Text
Knowledge objectives for this unit

. °
Prepare a lecture following tee content outline on page 14.

Provide any slides, overlays, charts, or diagrams. a

Test the students. Inform each student of his progress and suggest

remedial instruction, if necessary.
se..lows t V. s.

*The sdection of s.0 percent as a passing criterion is arbitrary and can be
,prodified. .
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Eqdfsamt asiMatealals

.Bp.ipmintBducatianal

Chalkboard and chalk

Afaterkk

e.

as,

0

Kiwi/ledge objectives (optional)
Text

Oplitinit* Film, "Careers in, Emergency Medicine,: American
College of Emergency Physicismi (ACE?)

Film, "Wanted Alive," ACE?

Content Outline .

1.1. Health professional

A. Introduction
1. Welcome students to the training program. -

/ Introduce by pasonnel.
3. Discuss administrative matters.

Gather enrollment informidgo.

b. Discuss boob, handouts, and the use of the library;
c. Discuss insurance **Sage.
t Delius cafeteria, pains, eta:

B. Ride of the EMT -

1. Dii6as the EMT's role on an advanced-care emery
gamy vehicle.

0

0

14

2. Discuss the Ofrs role in the emergency roan.
. 3. Discuss the 111111's role in oilier icute-cire units.

4. DiscuS the differences between basic and advanced-
level a

5. Discuss. loop State, and national placement

opportUnitietirk

6 Discuss future trends in career mobility.
C. Mobile in;ensiveicare units

1. Discus tip& of anergency. medical. savior (EMS} .

systems urban versus rural.
2. Maus typee.of vehicles.

4. Discuss equipment.
O

MOMS k THE 11601101INCY MID$CM.
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D: Local EMS system

I. Discuss skills to be performed

2. Discuss types of vehicles andequipment

- 3. Discuss operation of the system

a. Sponsoring institution(s)

h Medical director
ac. Communications

t2..HalthedUWor

A. Instructor a

I. 'American Heart Association*

2. AmericanRed Cross*

3. Orientation of public to prehospital emergency care

B. Public service activitiesblood pressure screening

C., Preceptorassist in the training of future advanced level

Mfrs -

4

Review the knowledge objectives.

Review the topics:

Health Professional

Health Educator
P

Ask for questions.

'In many instances. EMTithaveiecome certified instructors for the American
"Heart Association and have provided a valuable resource for the training of the lay
public. If certilleatkin is desired, it will be nemsary to contact the local chapter of
the respective organization to make arrangements for the training required.

UNIT It ROO Of IIVE BUT
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LAWS GOVERNING THE EMT

V

correctly respond to a 80percente of the following:

Afte ccompleting the student should be.lble. to
c

i

...

2.1.1.1C . Given a list of description, the student t should be able to
.. , select the one liat best des vibes the !tuition &each of the

following laws and how it relates t the EMT:

Medical Act
'Good Samaritan Act .

State emargfncy*dical services legislation forilMrs
t.---,--7---fiawspertet ci to the pperatlon of emergency vehicles

2.1.2.K Given a list of descriptions, the student-should be able to -

select the one that boat describes an EMT's legal position

r

,

andliabiliiyforthe treatinent.ofpatients.
x.

2.2.1.K Given a list of definitiotis, the student should be able to
select the one that best defines each of the following terms:

. ,.

..:

Mb

. s Consent

Abandonment .:

Delegatapractice(standingorders)

.4 , . .

*The selection of SO percent as a passing criterion is varbitrary and can be
modified. ,

;
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2.2.2.K Given a list of situations and activities, tne student should
be able to select the activity that is most appropriate for
that situation: The situations will include decisions. con-
Cerning consent, abandonment, and delegated practice.

2.3.1.K Given a list of descriptions, the student should be able to
select the one that best describes an Mfrs situation with
respect to liability and malpractice insurance I i the hospi-

tal and in *afield.

2.4.1.K Given a list of statements, the student should lie able to
. eclat the one that best describes the use of records and

mooting forms for substantiating 'given incidents.

.
Instructor Activities

,

Assign the material listed below during the class period:

Chapter 1, Unit 3, of the Text
Knowledge objectives for his unit

Prepare a lecture following the content outline on page 1-9. .

Provide any slides,, Overlays, charts; or diagrams.

Test the student Inform each student of his progress and suggest

remedial instruction, if necessary..

Fmdpment and Materials
*

Equipment-701ucational

Mated*

-tard-chalk

--Knowledge objectives (optional)

Tett
Itindouti: State Medical Practice Act

Godd Samaritan Act

. Slate EMS legislation

- 14
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ORIENTATION TO THE EMT TRAINING. PROGRAM .

ic:owitidgeobie.cavi;*:

- After completing this module, the student should be,able to
correctly respond to at least 80 percent dal; following:

.

3.1.1.K Given a list of Mkt, the student 'should be.able to seleCt
those skills that are included in the training program.

Given a list of statements, the student should be able to
select the onethat best descries the difference between this

training program and a blie Nei training prograni for
.

EMT's. .

hiitreetor ActIvides

Prepare a leiture folldwing content outline on page 1-12.

Provide any slides, overlays, charts, or diagrams.

_Conduct a tour of the sponsoring institution. Describe the clinical

-areas aid the mien rules and regulations associated with each. If
piesiblerprivilitheitudents with a list of the rules, regulations, and

ire:leadoffs. ,
fieit the students. Inform each student of his progress and suggest

remedial instruction, if necessary.

*Tire selection of 80 percent as a passing criterion is arbitrary and can be
modified.

VW I* 01214TATION TO lin 1U4T 114011NO FROMM
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ECAPnest 'and Materials

EguimintZducational

and chant

.Matesiab

Knowledge objectives (optional}

Handouts:- Class schedule, including class melons, reading es-
signmentsfend evaluation sessions

. .
Content Outline

Introduction

Review the knowledge objectives.

Review, the topics.

Course content

Course format

- Student requirements

3.1. Course content

A. Point out that the goal of.the Prev3nun is the dove! opment

of proficiency in advanced emergency skills. The students

will diagnoseand treat the acutely ill and seriously injured

wider the control and supervision of a physician.

B. Dimes the skills included in the tniningprograni;

3.2. Course format

rt

1-12

A. Training approach
1. Point out -that it is different from the Basic EMT

--=-TrainingCurrictduatlevelit--ismoreInedicaUy
oriented. , .

2. Point out that it requires greeter understanding of
physiologic processes underlying acute illness, and
trauma than provided at gmbaiic level.



3. Point out that the emphasis is on proficiency of skills
.tend Iciowlidgenot on the number of hours spent in

class.

4. POint out that training methods include classroom
lectures and practice sessions, supervised clinical prac-

tice, and internship on the vehide.

B. Oeneralplan
'1. Clam schedule

s. Schedule
b. Reading assignments
c. Evaluation sessions

2. Clinical wition schedule
. a. Units kcluded.

b. Time involved

3.3. Student requirements

A. Attendance
1, Classroom activities

2. "Clini cal se*ions

Evaluatiotiprocedium

1.. Module evaluationsokiiandknowledge
2. Final examination
3. Clinical skill evaluations .

C.- CertLicatio or liCensure of students completing prograni

Review the knowledge objeaves.

Review the topics.

Course content

-CoOne format c.

..,Student requirements-.

A'sk for questions.,

N

VNIT Ts °MUTATION TO TIIII lilt 111AININO PROGRAM 2 1.13
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Wing of a dying patient, bystanders, or chic family of a

dying *est.

4.2.2.K The Student should be able to give at least two examples of

how patients and those caring for them react to death and

listendor Aedvities

Assign the material listed the class period.

. .

Chapter. I, Unit 4, of the Text-

. ;Knowledge objectives for this unit

,.
Prepare a lecture following the content outline on page 1.17.

Provide any slides, overlays, charts, or diagrams. .

Aiformthe students that there are no skills or demonstrations Mt

this unit. , , .
Moderate a scoop discussion dealing with each student's reaction

to death and dying. Each student should be given the oppo9-tunityto

present one experience with death:and dying and relate hisleelings

about thisituation. ' .

Tint die students. Intorni each student ot his- progress and suggest

remedial instruction, if necessary. :

® . ...,....

Eolpment and Mateilids

C

. . . :
....;

KnoWledge objectives (optional). .

;
Equip Educational

Chalkboard and chalk

Matigials

Text

s

s

' t

I t

Workbook (optional) . ,

.-..
Written examination

..
Answecsbeets and pencirlis ...
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contest °Wine

Intreduction .

, Review the objectives.

Review the topics.

7 Medical ethics

.-.1 Death and dying

4.1. Medical ethics

A. Distrib& the handout.

B. Discuss ethics.'

. 1. Define ethics.
2. Explain ethical behavior versus legal requirements:

C Discuss the code ofethica. .

, 1.. Explain die ciintait.

.2. Give examples. . <.

D. Discuss dress and behavior. 1. .

1. Describe the attire for cliniad areas.

a. Uniform. .

b. Niuneplates.
2. Describe an PMT's behavior when in contact with

, - patients. `

4.2. Death Ind dying.

A. Discus pedal reaction to death.
4 B. Discuss reaction of bystander or family to death.

C Discuss procedure for dealing with a dying patient, by.
standersor family: : .

D. Discuss Ein reaction to death and dying.
E. Introduce Practice Session- 1 .

.r.

Summary

. .

Review the objectives.

Reviewthe topim
Medical ethics

Death and dying
3 Aak for questions.

T.J i
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